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ABSTRACT: The interaction between atmospheric aerosol particles and water vapor influences aerosol size, phase and composition,
parameters which critically influence their impacts in the atmosphere. Methods to accurately measure aerosol water uptake for a wide
range of particle types are therefore merited. We present here a new method for characterizing aerosol hygroscopicity, an impaction
stage containing a MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) microresonator. We find that deliquescence and efflorescence relative
humidities (RHs) of sodium chloride and ammonium sulfate are easily diagnosed via changes in resonant frequency and peak sharpness. These agree well with literature values and thermodynamic models. Furthermore, we demonstrate that unlike other resonatorbased techniques, full hygroscopic growth curves can be derived, including for an inorganic-organic mixture (sodium chloride and
malonic acid) which remains liquid at all RH. The response of the microresonator frequency to temperature and particle mechanical
properties, and the resulting limitations when measuring hygroscopicity, are discussed. MEMS resonators show great potential as
miniaturized ambient aerosol mass monitors and future work will consider the applicability of our approach to complex ambient
samples. The technique also offers an alternative to established methods for accurate thermodynamic measurements in the laboratory.

Aerosols are an important component of the atmosphere with
respect to climate1 and human health2. Interaction between aerosol particles and water vapor in the atmosphere can result in
changes of critical aerosol properties including size, phase and
composition. Particle water content has been shown to be an
important parameter for visibility in urban areas 3, heterogeneous uptake and hydrolysis of atmospheric trace gases 4, and inparticle diffusivity5, with concurrent impacts on chemical aging
and gas-particle exchange. When considering the health impacts of airborne particles, deposition in the lungs is strongly
dependent on particle size6.
Hygroscopic aerosols show a propensity to absorb water vapor as the ambient relative humidity (RH) increases. For some
systems, including many inorganic salts, initially solid particles
undergo a phase transition to aqueous droplets at a well-defined
deliquescence RH (DRH). Further increases in RH result in
growth of the aqueous droplet by additional water uptake. Aerosol deliquescence and growth are equilibrium properties of
particles dependent on the ambient temperature and relative humidity (or more precisely, water activity). When the ambient
RH is now decreased, the aerosol water content also decreases,
until in some cases the aerosol effloresces, reverting to a solid.
The efflorescence RH (ERH) is typically lower than the thermodynamic DRH due to kinetic limitations on crystallization in
small droplets. Consequently, efflorescence of a given substance is observed over a range of relative humidity. In practice,
many aerosols including some single-component organic particles and most particles containing complex mixtures of compounds do not effloresce, meaning that distinct efflorescence

and deliquescence behavior is not observed, even if it is thermodynamically predicted.7,8
A common approach to quantifying hygroscopic growth is in
terms of an aerosol mass growth factor (GF), m/m0, where the
aerosol mass at a given RH (m) is normalized to the dry mass
(m0). A number of analytical methods exist to assess aerosol
water uptake. One of the most prominent is the electrodynamic
balance (EDB), where a single micron-sized particle is levitated
in an electrostatic trap while the surrounding gas phase (including RH) can be modified. EDBs permit precise determination
of DRH and GFs and have been used to assess a number of
standard single component aerosols and mixtures9–11, large particles such as pollen12, and organic compounds subject to chemical aging13. Yet, interrogating ambient particles, or any submicron particles (the dominant mode in the atmosphere), must be
indirectly achieved by sample collection and re-suspension14.
Other single particle approaches including optical tweezers
have also been used to study particle water uptake15,16.
Alternatively, Hygroscopicity Tandem Differential Mobility
Analyzers (HTDMAs) dry and size-select particles from an ensemble, and determine size changes resulting from water uptake
at higher RH. HTDMAs enable particles in the submicron
range, including ambient particles, to be assessed, and have
been used with success in a number of laboratory and field studies17–20. The instruments require a continuous flow of particles,
so the time required to record a humidogram (1 hour or more21)
may be a limitation for rapidly changing aerosol populations. In
addition, monitoring other particle characteristics (e.g. composition) requires separate instrumentation, and size and cost may
be prohibitive for some applications.

Other approaches to detecting the DRH and ERH include using an interdigitated electrode (IDE) sensor or a quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM). The IDE sensor detects phase changes
through a change in measured impedance and can reliably determine DRH and ERH.22 A QCM acts as a mass sensor with
the resonant frequency being related to the total mass of the
crystal (plus any collected particles or films). Traditionally, as
particles are added to the surface the additional mass is registered as a negative frequency shift. When applied to deliquescing particles, however, Arenas et al. showed that the resonant
frequency increased implying the change in damping due to the
phase change (higher damping for liquid phase) dominated over
the change in mass.23 This is a similar response to the coupled
model introduced by Dybwad which highlights the influence of
particle attachment stiffness on the resonator response.24 In particular, large particles loosely bound to the sensor surface (e.g.
>5 μm for a 6 MHz QCM25) can cause elastic loading (rather
than inertial loading) to produce a positive frequency shift. 26
Arenas et al. were still able to use their measured frequency
shifts to determine the DRH for a range of salts including mixtures of organic and inorganic salts. Both of these approaches
offer a smaller testing platform with small internal volumes.
This has the major advantage of shorter RH equilibrium times
meaning the total experimental time is greatly reduced and deployment in the field is potentially more straightforward and
cost effective. The major limitation is that, up to now, they have
only been used to measure the humidities at deliquescence/efflorescence and full growth curves have not been demonstrated.
An alternative approach presented here applies a MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) microresonator which operate
in a similar fashion to the QCM. MEMS resonators typically
offer higher sensitivities than QCM resonators (depending on
operating mode27) with the additional benefit of simple integration into electronic systems since they are fabricated using the
same batch processes.28
This work introduces, to the authors’ knowledge, the first application of MEMS microresonators for the measurement of
aerosol hygroscopic growth. Microresonators have previously
been used to measure changes in ambient relative humidity29,
typically by adding hygroscopic coating to their surface 30,31. A
growing field also exists for measuring particulate matter with
MEMS microresonators.32–35 Their small size and weight, and
ability to monitor submicron particle mass make microresonators attractive for ambient monitoring. Here we demonstrate
that water uptake by hygroscopic inorganic and organic aerosols can be quantified. Particles are collected via impaction using the MEMS Impactor Stage (MIS)35 with particle mass and
phase monitored in response to ambient RH changes. The approach allows for the measurement of multiple particles simultaneously (including mixtures and ambient particles) unlike an
EDB while also measuring the same particles throughout the
experiment unlike an HTDMA.
The MIS system was shown to be highly effective in determining the DRH and ERH of inorganic salts. Hygroscopic
growth curves were extracted from the data and agreed well
with previous literature. An inorganic-organic mixture showing
continuous water uptake was tested as a closer proxy for ambient aerosols which also agreed well with thermodynamic predictions. MEMS microresonators are a promising method for
determining aerosol hygroscopicity, particularly for ambient
applications where compact, submicron particulate mass measurements are clearly warranted.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Resonator mass sensors. The hygroscopic growth of sodium chloride (NaCl), ammonium sulfate (AS), and a mixture
of sodium chloride and malonic acid (NaCl/MA) were measured using piezoelectric bulk acoustic wave resonators. The resonators, shown in Figure 1, are suspended 1.4 mm × 1.4 mm
square plates with a maximum thickness of 11.7 μm fabricated
from silicon-on-insulator wafers using a commercial foundry
process. The fabrication process follows the description by Prasad et al..36 The resulting resonator is composed primarily of
silicon (10 μm ± 1 μm) with thin layers of silicon oxide
(0.2 μm), piezoelectric aluminum nitride (0.5 μm), and chromium/aluminum metal electrodes (1 μm). Two triangular electrodes on the top surface of the resonator are used for transduction in a two-port configuration meaning one electrode is used
for actuating the resonator and the second electrode for sensing
the resonator response. Together with grounding the resonator
body, this transduction configuration limits the effect of parallel
feedthrough capacitance which can otherwise limit signal magnitude and accuracy. The grounding of the resonator body also
reduces the likelihood of particle charge (e.g. from the size selection procedure, see below) affecting the resonator response.

Figure 1. Image of front resonator surface with two triangular, piezoelectric electrodes. The resonator is suspended by
T-shaped anchors at each of the four corners. Resonator
components highlighted with colored borders: resonator
body (yellow), electrodes (blue), and anchors (red). Image
taken with an optical microscope (BX51, Olympus).
The response of the resonator (measured as the output-to-input ratio) reaches a maximum when the driving oscillating signal, provided by a network analyzer (N9915A, Agilent), oscillates at the resonant frequency of a vibrational mode of the resonator. For this work, the in-plane square-extensional (SE)
mode was chosen given its relatively high mass sensitivity and
applicability to a range of resonator topologies. The SE mode is
characterized by symmetric extension/contraction along orthogonal axes producing a node at the resonator center and antinodes at the corners (for a square resonator). The SE mode for
the resonators here occurred at ~3.12 MHz without any collected particles.
When particles are added onto the resonator surface (collected on the back of the resonator to protect electrical contacts)
the resonant frequency is reduced (i.e. the vibration slows due
to the added mass) in a relationship that is considered linear
with mass for small mass additions. The linear assumption is

better suited for uniform thin-film mass addition since particle
mass addition includes confounding factors such as spatial sensitivity37,38, particle stacking37,39, and attachment stiffnesses24.
Regardless, most microresonator particulate mass sensors continue to make the assumption of a linear frequency response to
mass32,33,35,40. For the current application the specific conversion
factor between the added particle mass and the resulting frequency change is not required since hygroscopic growth is presented as a ratio of wet-to-dry mass.

Particle preparation and collection. Aerosol particles
were prepared from solution using a custom-built nebulizer. Sodium chloride (NaCl, 99%), ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4,
AS, 99.5%) and malonic acid (CH2(COOH)2, MA, 99%) were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and dissolved in water (HPLC
grade, VWR). The following aqueous solutions were prepared
at a total solute concentration of 2 g/L: NaCl, AS, and NaCl/MA
in a 1:1 molar ratio. The nebulizer was supplied with nitrogen
gas (oxygen-free, BOC) using a mass flow controller (179C,
MKS) with an output flow rate of 2 L/min. The particle stream
was then dried to RH < 5% using a silica diffusion drier with
excess flow vented.
The general flow schematic for particle collection is shown
in Figure 2. The polydisperse particle flow was electrostatically
size-selected to 300 nm using a differential mobility analyzer
(DMA, Model 3081, TSI Inc.). Size selection allows the collected mass delivered to the resonator to be estimated using a
condensation particle counter (CPC, Model 3776, TSI Inc.) and
removes the size dependence of attachment stiffness24.

Figure 2. Flow schematic of particle collection onto a microresonator housed in the MEMS Impactor Stage (MIS)
with black arrows designating flow direction. During collection, particles are size-selected by a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) before reaching the MIS which collects particles onto a microresonator via inertial impaction. The upstream particle concentration is recorded by a condensation
particle counter (CPC). Flow is pulled through the system by
a vacuum pump and controlled using a needle valve (NV)
and rotameter (RM).
The size-selected particles were subsequently collected onto
the microresonators using the MEMS Impactor Stage (MIS)
which is explained in detail elsewhere35. The MIS is a singlestage impactor designed to collect particles on a variety of microresonator topologies. The nozzle of the MIS is interchangeable to vary the impaction cut-off diameter (the diameter at
which 50% of particles are collected). For this study, particles
were collected using a nozzle with 3 × 0.25 mm diameter circular jets with a cut-off diameter on the order of 200 nm for a flow
rate of 0.7 LPM. The MIS includes electrical ports for resonator

transduction as well as a combined temperature and RH sensor
(SHT21, Sensirion). The RH calibration was confirmed to be
within the rated ±2% by comparing to saturated salt solutions
of sodium chloride and potassium chloride.
Each salt was collected for one hour; the same resonator was
used for both NaCl and NaCl/MA, with a different resonator of
the same design used for AS. Between NaCl and NaCl/MA collection the resonator was cleaned with methanol and water using a solvent rinsing technique described elsewhere41. Following cleaning, the resonant frequency was recovered to within
20 Hz (<1 ng) of the original clean frequency (Table S-1). Images of the resonator collection surface (Figure S-1) before
NaCl collection and before NaCl/MA (i.e. after cleaning) are
qualitatively similar and contrast with particle-laden surfaces as
shown in Zielinski et al.41. The cleaning approach is safe and
minimally invasive compared to current alternatives including
ultrasonication, CO2 snow jets, and the use of sacrificial coating
layers42. These alternatives also require large lab equipment
(e.g. an ultrasonic bath) and/or high temperatures (>100 °C) to
reapply photoresists. Recently, a non-invasive approach has
been partially successful for large particle aggregates using polarized resonators43 but a reliable means of in-situ cleaning for
sub-micron particles would be desirable in the future.
The resonator response was recorded for each collection at
one-minute intervals to ensure a consistent total frequency shift
for each particle type (on the order of 1100 Hz equivalent to an
estimated mass loading of 0.04 μg using a theoretical sensitivity
of 0.034 ng/Hz35). The resonant frequency measurements also
provide the unloaded resonant frequency for later hygroscopicity measurements.

Response to relative humidity. The collected particles
were exposed to changing relative humidity by flowing a mixture of humidified and dry nitrogen gas over the resonator (still
housed within the MIS) at a total flow rate of 2 LPM. The humidified flow was produced by passing dry nitrogen through a
bubbler containing HPLC-grade water. The RH of the total flow
was then controlled by varying the relative flows of the humidified and dry gas streams as controlled by two mass flow controllers (179C, MKS). To avoid the pressure drop across the impactor nozzle (which would otherwise lower the internal RH
readings44), the 3 × 0.25 mm nozzle was replaced by a
1 × 1.70 mm nozzle with negligible pressure drop.
Prior to determining hygroscopic growth curves, each collection of particles was deliquesced (>85% RH) and effloresced
(<5% RH). This allowed for any redistribution of mass on the
resonator surface which could otherwise result in mass-independent frequency changes during humidogram acquisition.
Humidograms were acquired by ramping the RH in consecutive steps from ~0% to ~90% (which we refer to as the “humidification mode”) and then returning to ~0% (“drying mode”).
Five frequency scans were recorded (on a roughly 25 second
interval) at each RH step. After changing the RH (i.e. changing
the relative flow rates), the system was left to equilibrate for 5
minutes for lower RH (<75%) and up to 15 minutes at higher
RH (>75%). The procedure was repeated for the NaCl collection to highlight the repeatability of the resonator response, but
otherwise done once for AS and the NaCl/MA mixture.
The frequency response was recorded based on an input
power of -10 or 0 dBm (avoiding non-linear frequency responses45) across a span of 16-20 kHz with 801 points (for a
discrete resolution of ±20-25 Hz corresponding to a theoretical

mass resolution of 680-850 pg). The resonant frequency and
quality factor were extracted from the frequency response based
on fitting a Lorentzian function46, neglecting minor influences
of capacitive feedthrough47.

Modelling methods. Our results are compared with thermodynamic calculations performed using the Extended Aerosol
Inorganics
Model
(E-AIM,
http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php). The water content
of NaCl, AS and NaCl/MA (1:1 molar ratio) aerosols was calculated as a function of ambient relative humidity (RH) at
298.15 K. E-AIM model III was employed and the water activity of MA was calculated using the fitted activity model of
Clegg and Seinfeld48. Two humidification mode curves were
calculated for the NaCl/MA mixture: One assuming initially
solid particles where both the NaCl and MA phases deliquesce,
and a second where solid MA formation was suppressed,
prompted by previous studies which report that MA aerosol remains liquid at all RH9,10,48. Drying mode curves were calculated by suppressing all solid formation. Aerosol thermodynamic properties are only weakly temperature dependent and
we expect the temperature difference between the model
(298.15 K) and the measurements (292-295 K with each individual experiment ±1 K) to be negligible (<1%) when comparing modelled and measured DRH and m/m049.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Inorganic salts (NaCl, AS). Typical raw data obtained
from an experiment to assess aerosol phase changes and hygroscopicity using MEMS are shown for NaCl in Figure 3. Fig 3a
shows the measured resonator signal magnitude as a function of
frequency, for particles exposed to dry ambient conditions (0%
RH) and humid ambient conditions (89% RH). We monitor
changes in two peak parameters during an experiment, namely
the resonant frequency (f), and the quality factor (Q-factor). The
resonant frequency corresponds to the driving frequency with
the maximum response. The Q-factor is a measure of peak
“sharpness” and is related to the extent of damping of the resonator. It is calculated based on the ratio of the resonant frequency to the half-power bandwidth (corresponding to a 3 dB

response reduction). As shown in Fig 3a, both change in response to ambient RH. This is related to water uptake by particles on the resonator surface; the bare resonator does not show
an RH response. The shift down in frequency is related to the
mass increase following water uptake while the reduction in
amplitude and widening of the peak (reduced Q-factor) correspond to increased damping by the deliquesced particles.
To interpret these peak changes quantitatively, we assume an
inverse linear relationship between frequency and particle mass
for small mass additions32,37,50,51 – water uptake or other particle
mass increase decreases the measured frequency. The Q-factor
is a function of the material properties, particularly phase, of
particles on the resonator surface. The resonator frequency and
Q-factor can therefore provide diagnostic information about
particle phase changes as a function of RH, which for NaCl are
very well understood.
In the “humidification mode” data in Figure 3b (increasing
RH from dry), a clear discontinuity in both the frequency and
Q-factor is present between 72 and 77% RH, corresponding to
the DRH of NaCl where a solid to aqueous phase transition occurs. A similar discontinuity can be seen in the “drying mode”
data (decreasing RH from humid) between 40 and 50% RH,
corresponding to particle efflorescence.
A number of features of the MEMS resonator useful for diagnosing phase changes are apparent from Figure 3. Firstly,
clear step-changes in the frequency and Q-factor are observed
following phase transitions. Secondly, the DRH and ERH determined here agree well with previous literature determinations from experiments and thermodynamic modelling (Table 1). The range in DRH (4-5%) and ERH (5-9%) reported
here is related to the RH step size in our experiments and could
be reduced for a more precise determination. Thirdly, the frequency response of the resonator also allows the hygroscopicity
of the particles to be assessed. Above the DRH, for example,
the frequency continues to decrease in response to additional
hygroscopic growth of NaCl. Changes in the Q-factor cannot be
quantitatively related to hygroscopic growth and so we only use
the Q-factor as a sensitive probe of phase changes.

Table 1. Comparison of deliquescence and efflorescence RHs determined in this study with previous experimental determinations. Two repeats were performed for NaCl, a = Run 1, b = Run 2, which show good agreement. Literature references
include a range of methods including EDB10,52, HTDMA53, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)54,55, QCM23,
and IDE22. Experimental values given for temperatures ranging from 294-299 K. Predicted DRHs from E-AIM are included.
Deliquescence RH (%)
Salt
NaCl
(NH4)2SO4

This work (±2%)
72-77a,
71-75b
79-81

E-AIM

Efflorescence RH (%)
Literature

75

75.510,77±223,75±154,75±153, 7622

80

8052, 83±323, 81 ± 254, 79±153

This work (±2%)
42-51a
46-51b
35-43

Literature
5055,5022
3752

(a)

We next calculate the frequency change corresponding to the
added mass at a given RH (including water uptake) relative to
the bare resonator, and then normalize this to the frequency
change for dry particles assessed during resonator loading. To
obtain a quantitative agreement between this frequency ratio
and the predicted m/m0, we find that an additional correction is
required. Specifically, we add a single additional frequency
shift to all data obtained for liquid particles, relative to the solid
reference state. Our hypothesis is that this correction is required
to account for the (typically neglected) change in attachment
stiffness of particles to the resonator surface following a phase
transition. The theoretical basis for this phenomenon, the derivation of the correction factor, and the shifts applied to each
sample type are described in the supporting information including the corresponding scaling of m/m0 (Table S-2).
Figure 5 shows the final growth curves obtained for NaCl using the MEMS resonator, and the results from E-AIM for comparison. The two “runs” correspond to repeats of the humidity
variation procedure for the same salt collection and agree well
with each other over the entire RH range measured. Run 1 and
Run 2 were corrected independently for changes in particle attachment stiffness and the extracted “stiffness frequencies”
agree to within 5%.
The measured humidification mode curves also show excellent
agreement with the E-AIM prediction in terms of the DRH and
mass growth factor at higher RH. The drying mode data follow
the expected decrease in m/m0 until ~65% RH, at which point a
“levelling off” occurs until the ERH (40-50%) in contrast to the
expected decrease (dashed line in Figure 5). This corresponds
to conditions where the NaCl solute is supersaturated and crystallization is kinetically limited. We suspect the discrepancy in
this RH range is an artefact related to the contact between deposited material and the MEMS surface, and consider possible
explanations in the discussion section below.

(b)
Figure 3. Raw data for the second RH cycle of the collected
NaCl particles. Panel (a) shows the resonator response
(transmission magnitude) across a sweep of frequencies for
dry (black) and humid (red) conditions during the humidification mode. The changes in resonant frequency and quality
factor are highlighted by vertical lines and horizontal arrows,
respectively. Panel (b) shows the resonant frequencies (corrected for temperature) and quality factors at each RH across
both the humidification mode (dark, filled upwards triangles) and the drying mode (light, open downwards triangles).
Vertical error bars show the range of the five measurements
with the quoted value being the average. Horizontal error
bars are based on RH uncertainty (± 2%).
We quantify the aerosol hygroscopic growth by converting
the measured raw frequencies into mass growth factors, m/m0.
We first correct the raw frequencies for temperature variations
during an experiment (~1 K). Frequency scales linearly with
temperature for the unloaded resonator surface36 and so a scaling factor of -102 Hz K-1 was applied to correct the frequency
to a “reference” temperature at the start of the experiment. At
this stage, the frequency change during an experiment scales
well with the theoretical growth curve of NaCl (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Intermediary comparison of frequency difference
(fhumid – fdry) to theoretical m/m0 modelled through E-AIM.
Experimental data, taken from humidification mode of second NaCl run, given by filled triangles (primary y-axis) and
modelled data given by black line (secondary y-axis). Vertical error bars (based on the range of the five measurements)
are smaller than the markers (average). Horizontal error bars
are based on RH sensor uncertainty (± 2%). Note that primary axis is reversed due to the inverse linear relationship
between frequency shift and mass.

Figure 5. m/m0 for NaCl determined using the microresonator for two runs (colored red and blue) for both humidification (dark, filled upwards triangles) and drying modes (light,
open downwards triangles) compared to E-AIM model
(solid line for humidification and dashed line for drying).
Vertical error bars (based on the range of the five measurements) are smaller than the markers (average). Horizontal
error bars are based on RH sensor uncertainty (± 2%).
Phase transitions and hygroscopicity were also assessed for
ammonium sulfate (AS) particles. As for NaCl, clear discontinuities in the measured frequency and Q-factor could be observed following deliquescence and efflorescence (Figure S-2).
Furthermore, the DRH and ERH determined for AS using
MEMS also agree well with previous measurements and the
E-AIM model prediction (Table 1). The drying mode frequencies level off below the DRH until efflorescence (from ~75%
RH down to 35-43%) in a similar fashion to NaCl, and this is
discussed further below.

Inorganic-organic mixture (NaCl/MA). Tests were
also performed on particles composed of NaCl and malonic acid
(MA) in a 1:1 molar ratio. Particles were prepared and humidified in the same manner as for the pure NaCl particles above.
The raw frequency and Q-factor response to RH is shown in
Figure S-3. The final humidogram for NaCl/MA is plotted in
Figure 6, alongside E-AIM thermodynamic calculations.
Above ~55% RH, the nominal deliquescence point of MA in
this mixture according to E-AIM, the shape of the measured
growth curve agrees well with the E-AIM predictions and maps
out the transition to a fully deliquesced particle (55-68% RH)
and subsequent hygroscopic growth (>68% RH) well. Disagreement between the measurements and model predictions in terms
of the apparent mass loss by the end of the efflorescence-mode
measurements are discussed below.
Unlike pure NaCl, previous studies on MA and its mixtures
have concluded that the organic component does not effloresce
with decreasing RH9,10,48 meaning that even at low RH a small
amount of liquid water is associated with the particles. We simulated this in E-AIM by suppressing the formation of solid MA
(grey solid line in Figure 6) alongside a simulation in which
both components are initially crystalline (black solid line in Figure 6).

Figure 6. m/m0 for NaCl/MA mixture determined using the
microresonator for both humidification (dark, filled upwards
triangles) and drying modes (light, open downwards triangles) compared to E-AIM model. E-AIM model covers three
scenarios: humidification assuming MA begins as a liquid
(solid grey line), or as a solid (solid black line) and drying
(dashed black line). Vertical error bars show the range of the
five measurements with the quoted value being the average.
Horizontal error bars are based on RH uncertainty (± 2%).
Our data are consistent with a liquid MA phase persisting at
all RH. There is no clear evidence for particle phase changes in
the frequency and Q-factor measurements (Figure S-3); unlike
NaCl, neither quantity shows step changes indicative of a phase
transition. Furthermore, the stiffness frequency correction applied to the NaCl/MA data was small compared to pure NaCl
(Table S-2). This suggests the damping properties of the particles were similar over the RH range, consistent with the absence
of phase changes. The change in Q-factor during initial resonator loading (< 10% RH) also suggests a damping (i.e. liquid)
material is being collected (discussed in the supporting information and Table S-3).

Discussion of microresonator performance. The microresonator was able to clearly determine the DRH and ERH
of the salts (when applicable), but its advantage over other
small-scale alternatives (QCM, IDE) to the EDB and HTDMA
is its potential to produce accurate humidograms. For the humidification mode, the humidograms followed theoretical models well after the stiffness frequency correction, including for
mixed inorganic-organic salts. We now address some of the discrepancies between the MEMS measurements and expected behavior noted above.
The addition of stiffness frequencies (fk) to obtain quantitative agreement with theoretical growth curves is consistent with
expected changes in damping related to particle phase, particularly discrete phase transitions (as discussed further in the Supplement). However, the fk obtained here vary with composition
and this presents a conceptual problem for future ambient samples of unknown composition. Ambient particles generally contain complex mixtures of components, including a sizable organic fraction. A number of studies suggest that this tends to
suppress deliquescence and efflorescence of individual components7,8,56, including the mixed MA/NaCl particles with low fk

here. We therefore anticipate that generally small fk corrections
might be required for ambient samples, which could either be
based on an average “ambient fk” from extensive field testing,
or neglected. We outline plans for future work in this important
direction in the conclusions.
The NaCl/MA growth curve agrees well with the literature
and E-AIM predictions, aside from the apparent mass loss by
the end of the RH cycle (Figure 6). In frequency terms, this corresponds to a relatively small 200 Hz difference over the course
of the experiment (Figure S-3). Such variation has been seen in
similar resonator applications23. However, this exceeds the variability over our NaCl and AS experiments (~50 Hz) and in the
humidification mode NaCl/MA measurement <50% RH (~110
Hz). We cannot rule out possible partial evaporation of the malonic acid component over the course of the experiment, and
future experiments which include surface compositional analysis are merited. However, the generally good agreement between the humidification and drying mode data >40% RH, and
the lack of observed efflorescence (expected for pure salts and
high salt mole fractions8 in mixed inorganic/organic systems)
suggests that at least a sizeable fraction of the MA remains.
The efflorescent samples, NaCl and AS, show a “levelling
off” in frequency with decreasing RH (Figure 3 and Figure S-2)
which corresponds to an overestimated particle mass between
the ERH and DRH (Figure 5). Mixed NaCl/MA particles
(which are assumed to remain liquid at all RH) do not show any
obvious hysteresis (Figure 6). We propose that contact with the
substrate modifies the behavior of efflorescent salts at high (supersaturated) solute concentrations.
Droplet spreading, and crystallization at the droplet-surface
interface, may both influence thermodynamic and kinetic properties of electrolyte solutions57–59. Eom et al. observed slightly
higher apparent GF in their drying mode data for NaCl on silicon wafer, consistent with the “levelling off” here57. However,
this effect was small compared to hydrophilic and/or redox-active surfaces. The resonator also exhibits differential spatial
sensitivity, and changes in the spatial distribution and attachment of material on the surface during drying could lead to frequency changes unrelated to mass changes. For instance, drying
salt solutions can form “coffee rings” or a range of other solid
morphologies58. In support of this hypothesis, we note that the
Q-factor in this supersaturated region increases with decreasing
RH as the frequency levels off (e.g. 65-45% RH in Figure 3).
The performance of the system can be improved for hygroscopicity measurements by addressing the two major components, the MIS and the microresonator, individually. The internal volume of the MIS is relatively large (roughly 2.5 L) which
requires longer times for the internal RH to equilibrate. This, in
turn, lengthens experimental times which can affect results (see
discussion on MA evaporation above). As shown by Maldonado-Garcia et al., the volume of a microresonator-based impactor can be drastically reduced32 to address this concern albeit
at the cost of the flexibility of the MIS. The mass sensitivity of
a resonator can be improved by shrinking it (up to the limit
where thermomechanical noise dominates)60. This is particularly important for ambient samples, which are typically mixtures and less hygroscopic53, that require higher sensitivities.
However, microresonators are not solely sensitive to mass (or
attachment stiffness) and can also be influenced by, for example, surface charge, temperature, and pressure. In the work here,
the temperature response was corrected for using a linear scaling factor based on the internal temperature of the MIS. If larger

temperature variations are expected, e.g. during ambient studies, then micro-hotplates61 could be integrated to provide controlled temperatures. Factors influencing the mass sensitivity of
the microresonator can also be adjusted by selecting a different
topology (i.e. the type of resonator) or mode shape (i.e. the
mode of vibration).

CONCLUSIONS
The MIS, a new system for measuring aerosol phase changes
and hygroscopicity, was introduced as a low-cost alternative to
conventional methods such as an EDB or an HTDMA. The MIS
collects the aerosol onto microfabricated resonators whose resonant frequency responds to the collected aerosol mass.
The MIS offers some key advantages over conventional
methods: (1) it is able to measure a mixture of particles (unlike
an EDB) which is particularly useful for ambient sampling; (2)
it measures the same aerosol throughout a given experiment
(unlike an HTDMA) to remove the influence of any compositional fluctuations of the measured aerosol; and (3) in principle,
both sub- and super-micron particle sizes can be analyzed, unlike an EDB (>5 μm) or an HTDMA (<1 μm). Additionally, the
MIS design enables routine determination of hygroscopicity after particle collection with simple changes to the setup.
For pure inorganic salts (NaCl and AS) the detected DRHs
and ERHs were in agreement with previous experimental studies and theoretical thermodynamic models. The transitions between phases were clearly distinguishable in both the measured
resonant frequency (a measure of mass) and the quality factor
(a measure of damping).
The MIS was also able to produce hygroscopic growth
curves, unlike other resonant systems for detecting phase
changes23, for both pure inorganic particles and inorganic-organic mixtures (NaCl/MA). The growth curves match the shape
of expected theoretical curves but require scaling (with a stiffness frequency) to accurately convert from frequency measurements to mass measurements. Discrepancies in the curves persist, particularly during efflorescence, presumably due to aerosol-resonator surface interactions.
These discrepancies were less apparent in mixed samples
(due to the lack of full efflorescence). While this suggests ambient samples may be relatively unaffected by surface effects,
tests on real-world particles are an important next step for the
project. Since theoretical growth curves are unavailable for
such samples, we propose to compare the measured humidograms to those obtained from a co-located reference instrument. This will allow us to assess whether ambient stiffness corrections are required, and if so, whether a general “ambient fk”
could be derived from a large number of samples. Since more
complex particles may be subject to continuous phase transitions (e.g. related to viscosity), we also propose additional laboratory tests on particles whose RH-viscosity relationship is
well known, such as sucrose62.
To extract additional information in ambient studies using the
presented methodology, future impactors could be multiple
stage cascade impactors. These impactor designs separate particles into discrete size bins (based on diameter) to produce full
particle distributions. Since ambient particle composition is
size-dependent, implementing cascade impactors would allow
for size-resolved particle hygroscopicity to be assessed, similar
to an HTDMA.
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